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SEA CENTURY - BENETTI 35M / 1999
The hull is built in solid GRP single skin composite and is full displacement.
The main deck and superstructure are built in sandwich core GRP composite.
Double bottom tanks.
Hull and superstructure finish in polished gelcoat. In 2009 the hull was painted in grey at Benetti Shipyard.
The interior wood panelling and furniture are in Cheery Wood gloss varnished with burl wood and decorative inner lays.
Deck heads are off white colour lacquered panels.
All floors are covered with high standard woollen carpet with underlay sound proof rubber cover.
Major works undertaken in 2010 : NEW MACHINERY: Generators ,hydraulic pack for the garage door as well as the
entire hydraulic system for the rudder and the water maker. All New!
ACCOMMODATION
MAIN DECK
Aft Deck
Al fresco oval table with semi circular sofa and teak chairs seating 8 guests, 2 staircases with access to swimming
platform and tender garage. A second staircase leads to the Owner's upper deck and further to the sun deck.

Specs

Main Saloon

The automatic sliding doors lead to the main saloon, where we find to port a large suede upholstered semi circular
shaped sofa, seating 6 guests comfortably. To starboard we find the rise & fall 42” high low plasma screen and the
Audio Visual centre.
The loose furniture in the Main saloon includes (4) welcoming armchairs and a large oval coffee table with Onyx counter
top. The natural light is generously provided through (4) extra large tinted windows on both sides.
Forward to port leads to the popular cocktail bar with (3) high stools, the bar is equipped with a mini fridge and an ice
maker (another ice maker located at engine room entrance).
Behind the bar there is a decorative window that can be lit up or closed with a blind.
Heading forward to starboard is the welcoming decorative foyer which also leads to the guest cabins on the lower
deck. The foyer is also accessible through double side doors from the deck passage way and the mid-ship gangway.
The second lounge area ends the forward part of the Main saloon.
From the second lounge area forward to port we have access to the Galley.
Heading forward to starboard we find a passage-way with amidships staircase going to the Owner's Stateroom upper
deck and Wheelhouse. Further to starboard is the day head. Ahead of the passage way is the full beam dining room.
Dining Room

At the most forward part of the Main Deck is located the Dining Room.
The oval shaped dining table seats 10 guests. The dining room is decorated with gloss varnished Cherry Wood. It also
has a direct access from the Galley.
Day Head

The main deck day head is situated to starboard between the saloon and dining room.
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Galley
Professionally designed; the Galley suits perfectly the commercial use of the Vessel with granite counter-tops and white
lacquered cupboards and panels. Cold and dry storage are generous.
It has three accesses, main deck to port, aft to /Bar/Main saloon and forward to Dining Room.
The crew mess Audio Visual facility is situated forward of the Galley area and there is a staircase heading lower deck to
Crew cabins and Laundry area.
LOWER DECK
Guest VIP Cabin
Second largest cabin on board with a spacious bathroom to starboard including bath tub and a walk-in wardrobe to
port. The Audio Visual centre, hidden in an elegant Cherry Wood and mirror-decorated cabinet, is facing the Queen size
bed. On port side there is a two-seater sofa and to starboard a vanity unit.
Bulkhead panels are decorated in Cherry wood with fabrics.
With its full beam size this cabin is extremely comfortable and very elegantly decorated.
Guest Cabins
Both cabins are en-suite with twin beds, with symmetrical size and lay out, and are opposite each other in the lower
deck passage way. Each cabin has an Audio system, a hanging wardrobe and both have bathrooms equipped with
shower and head.
The twin guest cabins are decorated in rich assorted tones, colours and fabrics with Cherry wood gloss varnished
module furniture.
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Crew Accommodation
The Crew cabins for a crew of (6+1) are situated forward of the lower deck, accessible through galley staircase and with
escape hatch in port twin cabin. There is a Captain's cabin with double bed and shower/head en-suite. Opposite is the
engineer's cabin which has a single bed with shower/head en-suite. Forward are the two twin cabins with upper and
lower bunks, each with an en-suite head and shower. Aft of the crew cabins is the laundry.
UPPER DECK
Wheelhouse
Fully equipped with navigation and communication units adapted to off-shore navigation and cruising, the wheelhouse
is purposefully lined in non reflective dark coloured leather.
Owner's Stateroom
The Owner's space comprises a full beam en-suite cabin with King size bed and walk-in wardrobe and the entire aft
upper deck, which combined together makes a surface of 70m2. The bed is facing the very large tinted window/door
with a view and access on to the aft upper deck. The room is furnished with a vanity desk on port side and a sofa on
starboard. The decoration is in gloss varnished cherry wood with soft fabric bed head panelling.
The Owner's bathroom to port forward includes a large marble counter-top wash basin and a bath tub (jaccuzzi), the
spacious walk-in wardrobe is located starboard forward.
Owner's Deck
The aft upper deck, fully dedicated to the Owner's stateroom is also accessible through the aft Main Deck staircase. It
is complimented by a comfortable sofa and a varnished teak coffee table; breakfast, lunches or dinners are served on
the round teak table. On starboard and Portside we find two staircases leading up to the Sun Deck.
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Sun Deck
It is a very convivial Sun deck with from aft a very large surface for sun deck chairs and life raft on the side, further
forward in the shade of the arch and the sun awning we find the wet bar with BBQ, Mini fridge, low sofa and coffee table.
Then ahead is the large Jacuzzi surrounded by welcoming sun bathing mattresses.
Electronics and Navigational Equipment
- Radar Furuno Daylight view FR7112 and a New Furuno Navnet with LCD screen connected to the AIS
- GPS Furuno GP80
- DGPS Furuno GP 36
- Maxsea chart system with plotter on computer with LCD screen
- Autopilot C-Plath Navipilot
- Compass: New Satellite compass FURUNO SC 50
- Colour Sounder Furuno FCV 6111
- Compass C-Plath Magnetic
- Brookes and Gatehouse Hydra 2000 wind monitor
- Clock & Barometer
- Horn Kahlenberg with Auto Control
- Stabilizer controls Searocq
- Searchlight Sanshin HR 1012
- Throttle controls Kobelt
- Remote Wing Control (1) port and starboard for docking and manoeuvring
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Communication Equipment
- SSB Furuno FS1562
- VHF Furuno FM8500
- PABX Panasonic D1232
- Intercom system between Wheel house and : E/R , aft & fore decks (also through telephone inside)
- Mini-M Satcom Thrane & Thrane Inmarsat
- SAT TV Seatel 1 meter antenna
- NAVTEX Furuno NX 700
- (5) portable UHF icom Pro PMR 46
- (2) VHF GMDSS Mac Murdo ((+ 2 spare batteries)
- (1) portable VHF ICOM
- One computer HP in the wheelhouse with 3G+ connection managing a NETGEAR WIFI system covering all decks
Electrical System
- (2) Generators 55Kw Northern-Lights 4042 T
- Generators hours after complete overall zero rated: 500 hours (March 2010)
- (1) Bank batteries Radio
- (1) Bank batteries emergency lights
- (1) bank batteries service
- (1) Battery chargers VICTRON ENERGY 24 V / 30 Am
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Engine /Mechanical Equipment
- 2 x Caterpillar 12V 3412 TA engines rated 1350HP each
- Port Engine: 2700 hours & Starboard Engine: 2700 hours (June 2012)
- (2) set of Racor fuel filter per engine + (1) per generator
- Alfa Laval fuel separator
- Reduction gear: ZF BW 256 reduction ratio: 4.133
- (2) 5 Blades propellers
- Koopnautic 70HP Bow thruster
- AC system Marinair 240,000 Btu seawater cooled, chilled air & reverse cycle, (4) compressors.
- AC inverter drive (4) 200V / 5.5 Kw
- Koopnautic Searocq stabilizers
- VILLAGE MARINE TEC (2006) water maker with new membranes (2010), (9000 litres per day)
- CO2 fire extinguisher system in engine room
Pumps
- (2) Fresh water pressure pumps GIANNESCHI (4.5 bar)
- (4) Fresh water deck wash hose connection point
- Expansion tank
- (2) Boilers Gianneschi 100 litres / 3 Kw
- Fuel transfer pump Gianneschi AMC 3118 T, 50 Hz / 1.5 Kw
- Sewage system Hamann 1m3/h
- Fire pump Gianneschi 175 l/mn (2006)
- Bilge pump Gianneschi 175 l/mn (2006)
- Hawse pipe pressure wash from bilge pump or Fire pump
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Hydraulics

- Engine drive PTO: powering Stabilizers and Bow thruster
- Hydraulic pack: powering, garage transom door, Gangway, Audio and Visual Equipment Aft Deck (connected to salon system)
- Fader
- 2 x Sony XS MP61Waterproof loudspeakers
- Volume control
Main Saloon

- New Decoder SAT TV Sky HD satellite
- DVD player HARMAN KARDON
- Plasma TV 42" LG
- IPOD stand connected to the amplifier and for all decks
- CD player HARMAN KARDONA/V Dolby surround sound' loud speaker
- Amplifier (DVD, VCR, SAT TV, ipod) Dining Room
- Fader
- Music system SONY with CD charger of 5 discs + dolby stereo
Owner's Cabin

- SAT TV decoder
- TOSHIBA DVD
- 21” LOEWE TV with remote control for both music, DVD, TV Phillips PRONTO
- Sony A/V Dolby surround sound loud speaker & amplifier PIONEER
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Crew Mess
- SAT TV decoder
- 21" Sony TV

Owner's Private Deck

- 2 x Waterproof loudspeaker Sony XS MP61
- Volume control

Captain's Cabin
- 14" Sony KV-14VM5G TV
- SAT TV Decoder

Wheelhouse

- Sony MHC C20Mini HI FI with CD player , tuner
and tape

Crew Cabins
- 4 x Sony MHC C20 Mini Hi-Fi's in each cabin

Sun Deck

- 2 x Sony XS MP61Waterproof loudspeakers
- Volume control

Galley and Laundry
- SAUTER stove with 3 vitro ceramic plates, and
extractor hood
- 1 MIELE oven + 1 new SIEMENS oven

VIP Cabin

- SAT TV decoder
- 21" LOEWE TV with audio/stereo system ,CD/DVD

- Miele commercial Dishwasher Universal G7760
- Double sink Stainless steel.
- 4 Commercial refrigerators / freezers FOSTER, (2)
single cabinets of 592 litres / (2) double cabinets of
1260 litres
- SAMSUNG 1000w Microwave.
- Miele WS 5425 Washing Machine
- Miele T 5206 Dryer

player TOSHIBA
- Amplifier for TV & music PIONEER
- DVD player HARMAN KARDON
- Sony RX50 Mini Hi-Fi
Twin Guest Cabins

- Sony MHCC20 Mini Hi-Fi
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Deck Equipment

Smoke alarms
- Flares
- Extensive Offshore First Aid Kit
- Medical Oxygen System
- 4 Line Throwers
- (2) Life Rafts 16 man SOLAS RFD with
Hydrostatic Release, fully updated 2012, 1 EPIRP
ACR RLB 32 406 Mhz
- (1) SART
- MARPOL Kit
* All of the Life Saving Appliances and Fire Fighting
Equipment (n/a) have been surveyed in 2012 for
commercial compliance

- Opacmare hydraulic passerelle
- (2) aft deck Capstans warps
- (2) Anchor windlasses LOFRANís ERCOLE Vertical
(one changed completely in 2010 , the other in
2013: 5500W each
- (2) Anchors of 170kg each with 4 shackles of stud
link chain, (approx 120 m each)
Safety And Fire Protection

Tenders & Toys
- 1 Novurania MX 460 DL (4.6 meters)with Yamaha
80 hp (4 strokes)
- 1 wave runner Yamaha GP 800
- 2 pairs of water skis: 1 adult, 1 teenager (can be
used as monoski as well)
- 2 donuts (1 person each)
- 1 banana 3 seats
- 1 wake board
- 1 PVC canoe ins and all snorkeling equipment

- CCTV JVC monitor (engine room, side & aft deck),
camera (engine room & aft deck)
- (2) Fire Extinguishers 2kg CO2
- (3) Fire extinguishers 5 Kgs CO2
- (15) Dry Powder Extinguishers 2kg
- (2) Water foam Extinguishers 6 kg
- (2) Dry Powder Extinguisher 6kg

The transom garage lifting door is operated
hydraulically

- CO 2 SYSTEM for E/R
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Remarks
Professionally run and maintained by a full time crew, Sea Century, Benetti Classic of 35m, is certainly one of the finest
yachts of her class that is available on the market today.
Step aboard, and you will feel the true spirit of Benetti.
Every last details of her spacious, ergonomic interiors in high gloss cherry woods and leather is steeped in luxury.
The aft main deck comfortably seats 8 guests around a large dining table.
The main salon leading through to the separate dining room offers two distinct lounging areas and a bar on portside.
The spacious dining room is located foredeck and seats very comfortably 8 guests. Gourmet cuisine from the fully
equipped galley and an attentive service from the crew, combine to create the perfect atmosphere for formal meals .
Silver service on board would not be the same without the quality of Christofle cutlery, Villeroy and Bosch/ Cacharel
crockery, the crystal glassware and obviously the competences of Sea Centuryís selected crew.
4 cabins are available on board.
Located on the upper deck, the full beam Master Cabin offers smart amenities: walk in wardrobe, vanity, cream soft
furnishings; bathroom with jacuzzi and spa/ health shower. Toweling robes available. The master cabin has a panoramic
view on the aft deck, the place to be, should one wish to take a meal alfresco (dining table for 8 guests with umbrella
available if shade required) or simply to relax (shaded seating area on portside and 4 x chaise loungers available).
Lower deck is located 3 cabins including the full beam VIP and the two identical twins. All are ensuite.
The Sundeck is accessible from the upper deck on the port and starboard side. This place is also dedicated to offer
an ultimate comfort thanks to the Jacuzzi midship with sunpads which are forward and full beam on the sundeck, grill
and service area.
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DISCLAIMER
All speeds, measurements, capacities, consumptions, etc. may be approximate or estimated. Specifications provided
for information only. Data was obtained from sources believed to be reliable and is not guaranteed by owner or brokers.
Buyer assumes the responsibility to ascertain the correctness of all data contained herein and otherwise provided and
must instruct his agent and surveyors to confirm all details for accuracy prior to purchase. Subject to prior sale, price
and inventory change, or withdrawal from market without notice.
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